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When a cosmic object strikes the Earth, it most
probably falls into an ocean. Depending on the impact
energy and the depth of the ocean, a large amount
of water is displaced, forming a temporary crater in
the water column. Large tsunami-like waves originate
from the collapse of the cavity in the water and the
ejecta splash. Because of the far-reaching destructive
consequences of such waves, an oceanic impact has
been suggested to be more severe than a similarsized impact on land; in other words, oceanic impacts
may punch over their weight. This review paper
summarizes the process of impact-induced wave
generation and subsequent propagation, whether the
wave characteristic differs from tsunamis generated
by other classical mechanisms, and what methods
have been applied to quantify the consequences of an
oceanic impact. Finally, the impact-induced tsunami
hazard will be evaluated by means of the Eltanin
impact event.

1. Introduction
The impact of a meteorite is the most devastating
natural catastrophe due to the magnitude of the
consequences that can be global and the multitude of
different hazards that are created by impacts. However,
strikes of large cosmic objects, which are objects with
diameters larger than hundreds of metres, occur very
infrequently. Only about 185 impact structures are known
from the geological record (Earth Impact Database:
http://www.passc.net/EarthImpactDatabase/). A more
complete record of the cosmic bombardment that
the Earth has suffered in the geological past can
be found on the Moon, whose surface is peppered
with crater structures because it has been inactive for
the last 3 billion years. Three main reasons can be
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The strike of a cosmic body is governed by a slew of complex processes (e.g. [23,24]) that can
simply be ascribed to the hypervelocity of the impact itself (about 18 km s−1 ). The main result
of the hypervelocity impact is the formation of a crater that is a consequence of the generation
of shockwaves. Shockwaves are waves whose speed is greater than the speed of sound for the
material through which they travel. This paper focuses on the tsunami waves generated during
an impact in the marine environment; however, a basic comprehension of shockwaves and crater
mechanics is essential for a better understanding of the different generation mechanisms of
tsunami-like waves. Figure 1 depicts the generation of tsunami waves after the vertical impact
of a body into deep (left) and shallow (right) water.
To describe the processes that result in the formation of craters and tsunami waves, meteorite
impacts are often compared to the detonation of explosives. It might not be intuitively clear why
an explosion is an appropriate analogue for studying hypervelocity impacts. The fact, however,
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2. Mechanisms of wave generation
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identified for the lack of craters on the Earth: (i) the geologically active nature of our planet
(exogene and endogene dynamics) and the constant recycling of oceanic crust by subduction, (ii)
the atmosphere, which is capable of deflecting small bodies, and (iii) the fact that about two-thirds
of the Earth’s surface is covered by water. For the last point, direct evidence of impacts, such as
crater structures [1–5] or indicative high-pressure modifications in rocks and mineral phases [6,7]
on the ocean floor, can only be found if an impactor is large enough to penetrate through the water
column [7–9]. The exact diameter that a meteorite has to have to leave behind physical evidence
on the seafloor is being discussed in the literature, but estimates from numerical modelling (e.g.
[3,10]) and experimental work [1,5] indicate that the diameter has to be at least 10–15% of the
water depth, assuming a rocky composition and an average impact velocity of 18 km s−1 ([9] and
references therein). From these rough estimates, it can be concluded that bodies smaller than
approximately 500 m falling into an ocean with a typical water depth of 3.5–4 km do not leave
any trace behind. As an example for a threshold case, the Eltanin impact in the Bellinghausen Sea
(2.15 Ma [11,12]) is the only verified impact in deep ocean waters.
As mentioned above, another reason for the paucity of impact structures on the ocean floor is
the constant recycling of oceanic crust by subduction. The older sections of the oceanic crust do
not exceed more than 200 Myr, which is a short period of time to be exposed to the influx of cosmic
bodies. Relative to the ocean floor, the continental shelf regions are much older, which explains
the larger number of 15–20 impact structures that are thought to have formed underwater, but in
the continental crust [13].
Independent of whether the impact evidence in the ocean crust is lost or whether the impact
was too small to form a crater on the ocean floor, any body impacting the ocean will result in
large waves that propagate away from the impact site. These large tsunami-like waves can then
create tsunami sediments with which indirect identification and reconstruction of the strike of
a cosmic body in a marine environment can be achieved (e.g. [9]). Therefore, the quantitative
understanding of the generation, propagation and run-up of impact-generated tsunami waves
is not only important to quantify the hazard and risk posed by impacts into oceans, but also is
imperative for the reconstruction of the Earth’s impact record.
The most likely impact scenario is a body that is just big enough to travel through the
atmosphere and impact the deep-marine environment. The threshold diameter to traverse the
atmosphere is about 200 m for rocky and about 50 m for iron asteroids [14,15]. Such a body
would not do much damage on land [16–18], but would certainly have a much greater impact
if it fell into deep water. However, the frequency (e.g. [19]) and the actual range of possible
tsunami amplitudes of these small-diameter impacts is a matter for discussion (e.g. [9,20–22] and
references therein).
In this contribution, we summarize the different approaches that are employed to study the
generation, propagation and run-up of impact-induced tsunami waves.
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Figure 1. Snapshot series of (left, a) a deep-water and (right, b) a shallow-water impact with L/h = 0.22 and L/h = 0.6.
Blue (grey) indicates the water column, orange (light grey) indicates a thin layer (250 m) of water-saturated sediments (righthand column only) and red (dark grey) indicates the basement. The overlaid grid depicts the deformation. In regions where
mixing and turbulent flows occur, no grid is plotted. Rc and Dc mark approximately the radius and depth of the transient crater,
respectively. Models are taken from Wünnemann et al. [25] and were reprocessed and re-plotted. (Online version in colour.)
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(1) The ejecta curtain (spray; figure 1 IIa and IIb) eventually collapses (figure 1 IIIa and IIIb),
and a dense layer of water particles that were initially thrown out of the crater at velocities
of hundreds of metres per second re-impact on the surface at a velocity similar to the
ejection velocity. The plunging of the ejecta curtain on the water surface generates the
first wave signal that propagates away from the crater, the so-called rim wave (figure 1
IIIb–Vb). The amount of water displaced by this process may be comparable to the
amount of water in a circular trough that reaches down to about one-third of the transient
crater depth, the so-called excavation depth. As a rough estimate, the total ejected mass
corresponds to one-quarter of the total mass displaced from the transient crater.
(2) The collapse of the transient crater by centripetal infill of the crater from the adjacent
ocean (figure 1 IIa) results in the formation of a central peak or jet of water reaching
far above the pre-impact surface (figure 1 IIIa). This vertical jet at the centre of the
transient crater is generated by the same mechanism that causes a splash after a stone
falls into water. The gravitational collapse of the central jet generates another wave,
the so-called collapse wave (figure 1 IVa). In fact, the formation of the central jet and
subsequent collapse may repeat several times (figure 1 IVa–VIa), and a train of collapse
waves is formed [25]. Note that the first signal originating from the collapse is a wave
trough (figure 1 IVa), because of the inward directed flow field, and it may cancel out
the first signal of the rim wave. The amount of water displaced by this process may be
comparable to the total mass displaced from the transient crater (see [28,29] for simple
analytic estimates of the size of the transient crater relative to the kinetic energy of
the impactor).
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that the source of shockwaves in both cases can be approximated by a point source is the leading
argument. This argument allows the results of underwater explosion experiments carried out by
Van Dorn et al. [26] to be used, and Glasstone & Dolan [27] employed this argument to carry out
the first experiments to quantify the generation and propagation of waves in marine impacts.
How the shockwaves interact with the material through which they travel is complex: the impact
velocity U is larger than the speed of sound cB . The shockwaves are first generated during the
penetration of the projectile into the water column, compressing both the water and the projectile.
A large fraction of the initial kinetic energy of the projectile is transferred to the water by shock
compression (internal energy). After the release from high shock pressure, the remaining internal
energy causes vaporization of water, and a fraction of the energy is transferred back into kinetic
energy triggering a radial flow of water. This flow field is similar to that generated by an explosion
at some depth beneath the water surface. The result of the flow field is the excavation of a crater
of paraboloid shape. Some of the excavation-flow trajectories end above the pre-impact surface,
indicating ejecting water. The spray of ejected water, the so-called ejecta curtain, changes state
towards its interior into an expanding plume of water vapour. At its toe, there is a continuous
transition to an elevated crater rim. The shock-induced excavation of the crater is more efficient
than the displacement of water due to the penetration of the meteorite downward, which is why
in a hypervelocity impact the resulting crater is much larger than in a low-velocity impact where
no shockwaves are involved and the extent of the crater is of the same size range as the projectile
itself. Obviously, the radial flow is slowed down and stopped by buoyant forces due to gravity.
At the point when radial flow stops, the crater will have its largest extent, which is defined as
the transient crater, Rc . The transient crater usually is 20–40 times larger than the diameter, L, of
the projectile. Because of the energy of the flow that generates the transient crater, its radius Rc
is directly proportional to the kinetic energy of the impact. After the radial flow has stopped,
the buoyant forces then cause a second radial flow directed towards the impact centre. This
centripetal flow field converges at the centre of the transient crater, forming an upward rising
central peak of water (figure 1).
Primarily, two different mechanisms are responsible for the generation of waves during impact
crater formation in an oceanic target ([1,25], figure 1), as follows.
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The formation of the rim and collapse waves strongly depends on the ratio between the water
depth and the size of the transient crater. In so-called shallow-water impacts (figure 1 Ib–VIb),
where the diameter of the impactor is comparable to the depth of the water, the effect on crater
formation by the water column is negligible. In this case, the mass of ejected material consisting
of some water but primarily of lithic fragments from the ocean floor dominates over the mass
of water displaced by the formation of a crater, and the rim wave is much more pronounced
than the collapse wave. Prominent examples of such a scenario that have been investigated in
terms of the generated waves and associated potential deposits at the coast are the Chicxulub
impact [30,31], the Chesapeake Bay impact [9,32,33], the Lockne impact [34,35] and the Mjolnir
impact [10,36]. In so-called deep-water impacts, where the transient crater does not reach the
ocean floor, the collapse wave dominates over the rim wave. This is because the mass of the
transient crater is approximately three times the mass of the ejecta curtain, and the wave trough
of the collapse wave overlaps with the wave crest of the rim wave. Although this is the most
likely scenario (70% of the Earth’s surface is covered with deep oceans and relatively small objects
are much more frequent than large impactors), the only known example is the aforementioned
Eltanin impact.
The transition from shallow-water to deep-water impacts is gradual. It is linked to the
kinetic energy of the impactor and, therefore, depends on the composition of the projectile
(iron meteorites penetrate deeper into the water than similar-sized stony meteorites at the same
velocity). Furthermore, the impact angle is important. Generally, the higher the impact velocity
U and steeper the angle α, the deeper the projectile penetrates into the water column (an impact
velocity of U = 18 km s−1 and α = 45◦ are the most likely parameters). The intermediate regime
between shallow-water and deep-water impacts may range from L/h = 1 to L/h = 0.17, where L is
the projectile diameter and h is the water depth [9].
In fact, the vast majority of impacts occur at an oblique impact angle. However, the most often
studied case (experimentally and through numerical models) is the very unlikely vertical strike
of a bolide (figure 1). In a vertical impact, the perfect cylindrical symmetry, where the collapse
of the transient cavity occurs in all radial directions at the same time, causes an implausibly
high central jet of water (figure 1IIIa and IVb), that later collapses to drive an outward going
wave. No impact is truly vertical, and even in a slightly oblique impact the inrushing water
does not meet exactly at the centre, spoiling the high symmetry needed to produce the kind
of jet illustrated in figure 1. Full three-dimensional simulations do not show this effect (e.g.
[2,37,38]) as the collapse in the downrange direction starts a little later than in the uprange
direction, which causes deviations from perfect symmetry. An example of a simulation of an
oblique impact is shown in figure 2. However, such models are computationally expensive and
systematic studies on the effect of the impact angle on the height of the central splash are
lacking, yet.
Aside from the impact angle, the local topography at the impact site might also be
important for the formation of tsunami-like waves. In a recent modelling study, Shuvalov &
Gersonde [39] demonstrated that neither topography nor impact angle affects the wave
characteristic significantly in the far field. At some distance from the point of impact, the
wave generated by an oblique impact becomes more or less circular-symmetric [10]. Close to
the point of impact, the height of the generated waves is a function of the impact angle and
water depth.
Finally, it should be mentioned that atmospheric effects may also be important. The
atmosphere, heated and turbulent both from the pre-impact passage of the bolide and from
the sudden injection of enormous quantities of vaporized water, can, on the one hand, be
an additional mechanism to generate waves and, on the other hand, may dampen the waves
originating from the ejecta curtain plunging onto the water surface [40]. A useful analogy can be
made with the Krakatoa eruption, in which the atmospheric pressure wave generated waves that
could be traced in all the ocean basins of the world [40]. Depending on the location of an impact,
the wave effects on nearby shores could be much more similar to storm surges than to classical
tsunamis [40].
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(c)

(d )

Figure 2. Snapshot series of a three-dimensional simulation of an oblique impact (45◦ ) into deep water (L/h = 0.04) at
12 km s−1 . The asymmetric collapse of the transient crater results in a much smaller central jet (b) than the axisymmetric
two-dimensional simulation shown in figure 1IVb (D. Elbeshausen 2012, personal communication). (Online version in colour.)

3. Wave characteristics and propagation
(a) Wave characteristics of impact-generated tsunami waves
As mentioned earlier, the generation mechanisms of tsunami waves determine their
characteristics and therefore their fate as they travel far distances across the oceans. The tsunamigenerating processes not only govern the characteristics of the individual tsunami waves, but
also determine the properties of the tsunami wave train that is created, especially the number
of significant waves. For example, the water surface deformation due to earthquakes can engulf
large areas, but the vertical displacement generally does not exceed a few metres; however, in
extreme cases, 10 m is possible. It is important to note that the length of time during which the
seafloor is deformed is such a tiny fraction of the time scale of the subsequent tsunami that its
dynamics does not need to be considered in the analysis of the wave generation process. The
number of significant earthquake-generated tsunami waves by a single event is rarely larger than
two or three.
The generation of tsunamis during submarine landslide is very different. In this case, the time
scale of the wave-forming processes has magnitudes that make it necessary to consider the forcing
mechanism. Then, together with the velocity of the slide motion, the waves that are generated
have a smaller period and are larger in amplitude. Because of their amplitude and period, these
waves have nonlinear properties, which means that wave energy is constantly shifting from
longer to shorter periods as the waves propagate away from the generation area. This effect is
referred to as dispersion, which we will consider later.
The wave generation mechanisms, described in the previous section, result in the formation
of waves (rim and collapse waves) that initially can be hundreds of metres in amplitude with
comparatively short periods. Of course, these waves are also nonlinear and the same shift of
wave energy occurs as in the case of landslide-generated tsunami waves. However, very close
to the impact area, the wave height can have the same order as the water depth. Waves of such
amplitude cannot propagate, but are reduced by breaking into amplitudes at which propagation
is possible. Impact-generated tsunami waves do not have characteristics that can be scaled up
from landslide-generated waves. Their amplitude is disproportionately larger. Therefore, impactgenerated tsunami waves behave much more nonlinearly. Their attenuation is different from
landslide-generated waves, and they are very demanding in terms of computational resources
and wave theory to explore their dynamics as they propagate away from the impact site.
Considering the spectrum of tsunami waves near the generation area, earthquake-generated
tsunamis have the longest periods and the smallest amplitudes, and impact-generated tsunamis
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Figure 3. Attenuation factor q as a function of impactor diameter–water depth ratio L/h (after [25]). The attenuation factor was
determined for the maximum wave height of the rim wave (RW) and the collapse wave (CW) separately in models of impacts
into different depths of water (cf. figure 1). In an intermediate region, 0.4 < L/h < 0.6, both wave types, rim and collapse,
exist. For comparison, the attenuation factor q from other modelling studies [38,41] is included. (Online version in colour.)
have relatively short periods and very large amplitudes. Therefore, we can conclude that
earthquake-generated waves are the most linear and impact-generated waves are the most
nonlinear tsunami waves. This has consequences for the propagation and the evolution of the
wave characteristics as both tsunami types travel across an ocean.

(b) Propagation of impact-generated tsunami waves
The propagation of waves depends on the wave characteristics and their interaction with the local
bathymetry. The evolution of earthquake-generated tsunami waves is usually considered for each
wave separately because their number is so small. These waves are linear and their attenuation
is proportional to r−0.5 , where r represents an increasing distance to the generation area. The
square root indicates that the increasingly larger area, the wave field engulfs, is responsible
for the amplitude decay. This effect is known as geometric spreading. For nonlinear waves, for
example those generated during landslides or by meteorite impacts, the attenuation is generally
proportional to r−q , where q has values larger than 0.5. For landslide-generated tsunami waves,
the value of q is approximately 1. However, for impact-generated tsunami waves, the value q
can vary greatly and may change with distance. Wünnemann et al. [25] presented a study which
showed that q depends on the ratio between the diameter of the impactor and the local water
depth when impact energy is kept constant. According to this modelling study, q varies between
0.8 and 3.4 (figure 3).
The reason for these different q values can be found in the waves themselves, especially in the
profile of the horizontal component of the wave orbital velocity. Small q values are associated
with orbital velocities that do not show any change with depth, which is characteristic for
classic shallow-water waves. However, for larger values of q, especially for q > 1, the profile of
the horizontal velocity resembles that which can be found for deep or intermediate deep-water
waves. Figure 4 depicts two different examples for q = 3 and q = 1.2.
The impact-generated tsunami waves that have a horizontal velocity profile similar to profiles
found in deep or intermediate deep-water waves are associated with deep-water impacts, where
the collapse of the water cavity dominates the generation process of tsunami waves (collapse
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Figure 4. Vertical profile through the water column of the radial velocity component (a) for the collapse wave (r = 19.6 km
and t = 300 s) at a deep-water impact (L/h = 0.15) with an attenuation factor q = 3 (figure 3) and (b) for the rim wave
(r = 38 km, t = 300 s) at a shallow-water impact (L/h = 0.75) with an attenuation factor q = 1.2. The dashed lines mark
the theoretically determined velocity of a shallow-water wave: v = A(g/h)0.5 , where A is the wave amplitude, g is gravity and
h is water depth. Adapted from Wünnemann et al. [25]. (Online version in colour.)

waves). Those impact-generated waves that have horizontal velocity profiles similar to those
of classic shallow-water waves are associated with shallow-water impacts, and the collapse of
the rim plunging onto the water surface dominates the generation process of the so-called rim
waves. It should be noted that while, for the latter waves, the vertical profile of the horizontal
velocity is similar to the profile of earthquake-generated waves, they are not linear waves because
their relatively short wave period causes nonlinear processes to be present and grow during the
propagation process. During the propagation of these waves, energy is shifted from the long
waves to shorter components of the wave frequency spectrum (dispersion), and a tail of waves is
generated that is referred to as the dispersive tail.
To simulate the propagation of impact-generated tsunami waves, the governing equations of
the respective wave theories must be able to handle nonlinear waves and the different profiles of
the horizontal velocity. The Boussinesq wave theory is an excellent candidate for such a theory.
However, the nonlinear processes that result in dispersion acting on time and length scales require
very fine temporal and spatial resolutions on top of the demanding wave theory required to
adequately simulate the wave dynamics. The next section will cover some of the prominent
approaches to study the evolution of impact-generated tsunami waves.

4. Quantitative assessment
Numerous attempts have been made to quantify impact-generated tsunami waves, including the
formation of waves, how they propagate across the ocean and the run-up process at the coast.
The fact that no conclusive answer has been found to the question of whether impacts in the
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marine environment produce mega-tsunamis of greater dimensions than any other generation
mechanism is due to deviating results from different methodological approaches.

(b) Analytical approach: wave theory
Linear wave theory can be employed to analytically approach the propagation of impact-induced
tsunamis. Ward and Asphaug [21,22,42] assumed in their analytical study of impact-induced
wave propagation that only linear processes act on the waves as they propagate away from
the impact site. For the analytical solution, scaling laws are employed to estimate the transient
crater size. These scaling laws work best for impacts in deep water assuming a parabolic crater
shape. Other scaling laws exist to estimate the initial height of the ejecta curtain [28]. However,
asymmetric effects due to an oblique angle of impact or bathymetry are neglected. If the transient
crater in the water column reaches the ocean floor and a crater is formed in the strata and the crust
underneath, scaling laws no longer can be used to estimate initial conditions (crater size and ejecta
curtain height) for linear analytical approaches. Ward & Asphaug [21] used an approximated
shape function of the transient crater as the initial waveform and calculated by linear wave theory
how this signal evolves into a tsunami-like wave propagating across the ocean. This elegant way
of solving the problem analytically allows for predicting the wave attenuation as a function of
distance in a relatively straightforward way. However, the exclusion of any nonlinear process
might be considered an oversimplification, especially in areas where the waves interact with
bathymetric features and when the waves propagate into shallow-water depth. Another problem
in the analytic approach is the assumption that the initial waveform can be approximated by
estimates of the maximum extent of the transient crater in terms of depth, diameter and rim
height. Although well-established scaling laws provide good estimates of these parameters, it has
to be considered that the transient crater does not exist at a certain point in time (snapshot of
the crater formation process), but has to be understood as a virtual construct helping to relate the
impact energy to some measure of the crater formation process. In other words, the morphometric
parameters of the transient crater cannot be determined at a certain point in time. The difference
between the extent of the transient crater and the actual size and shape of the growing cavity in
the water column becomes more pronounced with decreasing crater efficiency (the ratio of the
crater mass and the mass of the projectile; the ratio decreases with the size of an impact event)
and the angle of impact. For instance, the crater radius R at a given point in time is still growing
(R < Rc , figure 1), while the maximum depth (Dc , figure 1) has already been reached and the
floor rises upwards due to gravity collapse (see also the description in §2). The hiatus between
collapse of the crater floor, inflow from the adjacent ocean, and collapse of the ejecta curtain affects
wave generation significantly. The simplified initial conditions used in the analytical approach by

.........................................................

The first estimates are based on underwater nuclear explosion experiments suggesting an
empirical relationship between the energy Y equivalent of kilotonnes of TNT (1 kt TNT = 4.186 ×
1012 J; in an impact event, the energy corresponds to the kinetic energy of the impactor), the wave
amplitude A as a function of distance r, and water depth h [27]: A = 45(h/r)(Y)0.25 . Gault & Sonett
[1] found similar scaling laws by conducting impact experiments with water-covered targets in
the laboratory.
Based on larger scale explosion experiments to study waves, Van Dorn et al. [26] recognized
that nonlinear wave shoaling of large amplitude is an effective process to dissipate wave energy.
The so-called ‘Van Dorn effect’ implies that explosion-generated, and, thus also impact-generated,
tsunami waves attenuate quickly due to wave breaking and other nonlinear processes as the wave
travels across a scaled continental shelf. The Van Dorn effect has not been considered in estimates
of the impact-induced tsunami hazard, leading to overprediction of run-up heights until Melosh
[20] raised the point (see also further discussion in §4c).
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(a) Analogue experiments
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Ward & Asphaug [21] may, therefore, be the reason for extremely large and probably implausible
initial wave amplitudes—larger than those found in most other studies using other approaches.
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The specific characteristics of impact-induced waves make it rather difficult to use numerical tools
that are very suitable for earthquake- and even in some regards landslide-generated tsunami
waves. The wave generation process and the very early wave dynamics is highly nonlinear
and complex. Not even very high order wave theories are capable of reliably describing the
early wave evolution. Therefore, the wave generation and early wave evolution must be part
of the model framework that considers hypervelocity impacts and cratering processes. Only a
relatively small number of codes exist that are capable of dealing with hypervelocity impact
processes and only a very few of them have been used to study meteorite impact processes.
For a summary of so-called hydrocode modelling, see, for example, [43] and references therein.
Although hydocodes are able to simulate generation, propagation and inundation of impactinduced tsunami waves, this approach would be computationally too expensive to cover the
whole sequence of processes. In fact, only a few examples of hydrocode modelling are published
where the propagation of waves was tracked as far as 100 times the diameter of the projectile
(e.g. [37–40]). For the most likely scenario of a relatively small object of a few hundred metres in
diameter wave propagation can be simulated only to a distance of tens of kilometres with such
an all-in-one model approach.
The multi-scale nature of impact-induced tsunami waves suggests the usage of different
models appropriate to deal with the specific processes on different spatio-temporal scales, such as
generation, propagation including shoaling and run-up, separately. Crawford & Mader [41] were
the first to employ such a hybrid approach by combining CTH hydrocode modelling of crater
formation with the ZUNI code for wave propagation simulation. Following this approach, Weiss
et al. [44] coupled iSALE hydrocode modelling with a Boussinesq-type wave propagation code
and the MOST model, allowing quantitative predictions of inundation and run-up heights. Both
studies suffer from the fact that wave propagation did not take a realistic bathymetry into account.
A critical and difficult part is always the coupling between different models and thorough
testing is crucial to make sure that no numerical artefacts result from the change from a highresolution computational domain (either full three or two dimensions with cylindrical geometry)
where the compressible Navier–Stokes equations are solved (region of crater formation) to
the computational domain where material flow is calculated by shallow-water or Boussinesq
approximation on a two-dimensional grid (longitude and latitude). In commonly used tsunami
propagation models, the wave height and water depth are functions of longitude and latitude,
and the actual thickness of the water column and flow velocities as a function of depth are not
resolved. Such models are only applicable to waves longer than 10–20 times the water depth.
Shorter waves (typical for impacts) with a wavelength-to-depth ratio of 2 or greater can be
modelled with pCOULWAVE [45]. The code considers the varying orbital velocity v as a function
of depth (figure 4), allowing for a quantitative assessment of the above-mentioned Van Dorn
effect. Korycansky & Lynett [46,47] used the code to investigate the behaviour of large waves
approaching the continental shelf. The wave characteristic was supposed to be similar to typical
collapse waves originating from a deep-water impact and was estimated according to Ward &
Asphaug [21] (see also §4b). The results confirmed that waves experience shoaling and, as a
consequence, they break and wave height immediately diminishes.
The successful application of the pCOULWAVE model to simulate propagation of waves with
typical characteristics of impact-induced waves inspired a recently published study coupling
iSALE hydrocode simulations with pCOULWAVE modelling [48]. The results of this recent stateof-the-art numerical modelling approach are shown in the next section in comparison with a
selection of other results using different methodological approaches.
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(c) Numerical modelling
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Figure 5. Comparison between different studies of maximum wave height as a function of distance for the Eltanin impact
scenario. Shuvalov & Gersonde [39]: L = 1000 m, U = 20 km s−1 , ρ = 3300 kg m−3 ; Weiss et al. [48]: L = 750 m, U =
12 km s−1 , ρ = 2700 kg m−3 ; small-scale experiments were scaled to the impact parameters from Weiss et al. [48] using
a transient crater radius Rc = 5000 km; Crawford & Mader [41]: L = 1000 m, U = 20 km s−1 , ρ = 3300 kg m−3 ; Ward &
Asphaug [21]: L = 1000 m, U = 20 km s−1 , ρ = 3000 kg m−3 . The grey shaded areas indicate estimates from scaling laws
using impact parameters as indicated in the lower left corner.

(d) Eltanin: a comparative example
The only known impact event in the deep ocean is the Eltanin impact that happened 2.15 Ma
in the Bellinghausen Sea, Antarctica. It was only discovered by the finding of small fragments
from the asteroid in drill cores [11]. Subsequent exploration of the ocean floor by parasounding
revealed reworking of the seabed substrate and chaotic layering of sediments indicating strong
currents associated with the collapse of the transient crater in the water column [12]. The Eltanin
impact event serves as an ideal case study to investigate the most likely scenario for future
impacts and the most frequent scenario of past oceanic impact events, because a relatively small
object (approx. 750–1500 m in diameter) penetrated into the deep ocean, but did not reach the
ground to form a crater. Because of its young age, it cannot be ruled out that deposits along the
South American coast resulting from the generated waves are preserved and could be identified.
However, no unambiguous tsunami deposits have been discovered and confirmed on land from
the Eltanin event, or from any other oceanic impact so far. The Eltanin event was the subject
of several studies gathering numerous observations [12,49,50], which were used as constraints
for numerical modelling to reconstruct the event [6,7]. The two most recent studies focus on
providing better constraints on the released energy [39] and on the propagation and related
sediment transport competence in coastal regions of the generated waves [48]. The latter allows
for an assessment of proposed tsunami deposits related to the Eltanin impact and suggests
locations where high-amplitude waves hit the coast. To make such quantitative predictions
hydrocode simulations of the wave generation process were coupled with the pCOULWAVE
propagation model considering the present bathymetry in the South Pacific Ocean. Figure 5
shows the maximum wave height as a function of distance averaged along concentric circles
around the point of impact. The wave attenuates quickly with an attenuation factor q = 1.2,
resulting in maximum wave heights along the coast similar to the 2004 Sumatra and 2011 Tohoku
tsunamis. For comparison of the results, we have included data from other studies rescaled to
the Eltanin event in the figure. There appears to be an overall agreement that waves attenuate
in the far field proportional to r−1 to r−1.2 , which is also in accordance with empirical estimates
from Glasstone & Dolan [27]. The main difference in the predicted wave amplitudes results from
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Meteorite impacts pose a natural threat to society. If such an event occurs in a marine
environment, the generation of tsunami waves would enhance the consequences by enlarging
the affected area in comparison with similar size impacts on land. The question of whether the
magnitude of impact-generated tsunami waves exceeds the devastation due to any other natural
catastrophy such that traces of palaeo-events could be recognized in the geological record remains
unanswered. On the one hand, no unequivocal evidence for impact-tsunami deposits have been
found so far. Although the frequencies, in particular, of relatively small bodies impacting the
Earth is a matter of debate, there is no doubt that a future impact would most likely happen
in water, in which case large waves would be generated. Here, we have summarized the current
state of research to quantify the magnitude of impact-generated tsunami waves in order to predict
the consequences of future impacts and to aid in the detection of potential tsunami deposits of
palaeo-marine impact events. Progress has been made in the characterization of the generated
wave signal that resembles neither classic earthquake-generated tsunamis nor waves formed by
aerial or subaerial landslides, making the application of well-established modelling tools for
quantitative predictions of the propagation of waves impossible. Due to the complexity and
the specifics of impact-generated waves modelling of the entire process is computationally very
expensive and can only be addressed by subdividing the entire process into stages of different
spatio-temporal scale. Some consensus exists concerning the attenuation of waves in the far
field; however, the large variations in the wave amplitudes proposed by different authors using
different methodological approaches are mainly due to differences in the initial wave amplitudes.
The initial part, the generation of waves reaching as high as the depth of the ocean, is by far the
most complex part and is dominated by highly nonlinear processes such as wave breaking and the
formation of undular bores. Further experimental or numerical research is necessary to improve
the quantitative understanding of the generation and propagation of highly nonlinear waves in
the near field formed by meteorite impact.
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